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Abstract  /

Introduction
Reservoir saturation mapping and waterflood front monitoring are ongoing goals for reservoir engineering toward 
the development of enhanced production and injection strategies. Current tools include reservoir models based 
on seismic data, well logs and production data to provide vital information toward that end. Consequently, there 
is a need for new methods to monitor the reservoir in real-time, and provide information on accurate saturation 
and reservoir fluid movement.

Two main approaches have been used to characterize and monitor the reservoir: (1) seismic and electromagnetic 
(EM) surveys, and (2) 4D seismic, which has been successfully used to monitor clastic reservoirs around the world1-4. 
Subsequently, its implementation has been limited in other kinds of reservoirs, due to the poor acoustic impedance 
between brine and water5. EM approaches, such as cross-well EM6, borehole to surface induced polarization7-9, 
and surface to borehole EM10 have been successfully used to map saturation in carbonate reservoirs. Traditional 
EM approaches rely on the use of low frequencies — up to hundreds of Hz — to achieve depths of investigation 
in the order of hundreds of meters. Although, the low frequencies result in low intrinsic resolution, and therefore, 
these methods are better suited to image large features. Therefore, new approaches with improved resolution are 
needed to detect smaller features. A method that provides saturation mapping and waterflood front monitoring 
capabilities is indeed highly desirable. 

Proximity sensing has been previously proposed as a way to significantly increase the depth of penetration of 
high frequency cross-well EM surveys for saturation mapping11-13. This method, which is similar to radio imaging 
technology used in the mining industry14, is applicable for reservoirs with resistive seals (such as evaporites). In 
brief, proximity sensing exploits the presence of resistive reservoir seals to propagate high frequency EM pulses 
that are modulated by the EM properties of the bounding reservoirs, which are dependent on the fluid saturation. 

This article describes a novel approach to monitor waterflood front movement using proximity sensing 
in conjunction with contrast agents. Our technique exploits the presence of resistive layers between 
reservoirs, which act as a transmission line for electromagnetic (EM) signals, to achieve increased 
propagation range. This work focuses on numerical simulations to evaluate the potential of this approach 
to monitor water movement in the reservoir under different conditions.

A series of 2D axisymmetric numerical simulations were conducted to assess the potential of proximity 
sensing to monitor moving fronts of labeled brine as well as to detect isolated pockets of brine labeled 
with contrast agents. The study was conducted using layered models that resemble a resistive seal bounded 
by reservoirs saturated with brine or brine and contrast agents. The effect of magnetic permeability (μ) 
on signal traveltime and amplitude is reported and compared to the effect of electric permittivity (). 

The results show that proximity sensing is a suitable technique to detect changes in the μ of reservoirs 
adjacent to resistive seals. Therefore, our approach can be used in combination with contrast agents, 
such as magnetic nanomappers, to monitor waterflood front movement in the reservoir. In addition, this 
technique can be used to detect isolated pockets of labeled brine, which suggests that injection of slugs of 
labeled water would be enough for field applications. The observed effect of the μ on signal traveltime is 
similar to the trend observed when the  of the bounding reservoirs is changed. A significant difference 
is that increasing the m of the bounding reservoirs appears to reduce signal amplitude, while increasing 
the  has the opposite effect. This result was unexpected and requires further simulations and 
experimentation to validate this behavior. 

Proximity sensing offers a novel approach to address the challenge of EM propagation in conductive 
media and paves the way for the development of refined techniques that provide reservoir saturation and 
waterflood front monitoring capabilities with greater resolution. 
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In this way, proximity sensing addresses the challenge 
of long-range EM propagation at high frequencies, and 
paves the way for refined reservoir saturation surveys. 
Previous simulations and experimental results support 
our claim that proximity sensing is sensitive to changes in 
the electric permittivity (ε) of the reservoir, and therefore 
can be effectively used to differentiate between brine-
saturated and oil-saturated regions in the reservoir. 

The use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles as contrast 
agents to label injected water used in combination with 
EM surveys has been previously proposed as a way 
to monitor waterflood front movement in real time15. 
This work strives to analyze the possibility of using 
such contrast agents, e.g., magnetic nanomappers, 
in combination with proximity sensing to develop an 
improved approach to waterflood front monitoring. 

Simulations
To evaluate the possibility of using proximity sensing in 
conjunction with magnetic nanomappers or any other 
magnetic contrast agent to monitor waterflood movement, 
a series of 2D axisymmetric transient EM numerical 
simulations were performed using a commercially 
available finite element modeling package. The models 
consist of a central layer representing an evaporite seal 
bounded by two layers representing reservoirs saturated 
with brine or brine and magnetic contrast agents, Fig. 1. 
All models measure 500 m in length and 230 m in height. 
The seal layer is 30 m thick and the reservoir layers are 
each 100 m thick. The maximum mesh element size 
was defined such that there were at least 10 elements 
per wavelength. The transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) 
were placed on the left and right edge of the model, 
respectively, inside the seal layer.

The EM source was modeled as a dipole antenna 

consisting of two hollow metallic arms, each one 7.5 
m in length with a resonant frequency of 4.47 MHz — 
wavelength of 30 m in free space. The model accounts 
for resistive losses and finite conductivity. The power 
supply was not explicitly modeled. Instead, the antenna 
was excited by applying a modulated Gaussian pulse with 
a fundamental frequency of 4.47 MHz, Fig. 2, across the 
faces of the antenna arms. The frequency was chosen such 
that the resulting wavelength would be comparable to 
the thickness of the seal layer. The Tx was located along 
the left edge of the model, centered vertically within the 
evaporate seal layer, Fig. 1. The Rx was not explicitly 
modeled, instead, a point probe was used to measure 
the electric field norm as a function of time. 

Results and Discussion
Effect of Magnetic Contrast Agents

The first set of simulations were performed to investigate 
the effect of magnetic permeability (μ) contrast agents on 

Fig. 1  Model schematic and dimensions. The black dots represent the approximate  
           location of the transmitter (left) and receiver (right). 
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Fig. 2. Transient voltage pulse used to drive the antenna. 
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signal traveltime and amplitude. Three different scenarios 
were considered. In scenario 1, both reservoirs were 
brine saturated; in scenario 2, the lower reservoir was 
saturated with brine + contrast agents (labeled brine); 

in scenario 3, both reservoirs were saturated with brine 
+ contrast agents, Fig. 3. 

If changes in the μ of the formation have a similar effect 
to that of changes in the ε, one should expect scenario 3 
to result in the shortest traveltime, followed by scenario 
2 and then scenario 1. This is because increasing the 
m, ε, and conductivity of the bounding layers should 
result in better signal containment within the seal layer, 
through which the signal propagates faster due to its EM 
properties, Table 1. 

The results show that adding magnetic contrast agents 
to the bounding reservoirs reduces the signal traveltime. 
As expected, scenario 3 results in the shortest traveltime, 
while scenario 1 results in the longest traveltime, Fig. 4. 
This suggests that the μ contrast agents can be used to 
create unique signatures in the reservoir for EM surveys. 
The effect of increasing the μ of the surrounding layers 
appears to be similar to what has been reported for 
increasing the ε of the surrounding layers11-13, both 
resulting in shorter traveltimes. An unexpected result 
is the relatively low amplitude of the received signal for 
scenario 2 and 3 compared to scenario 1. 

Previous simulations and experiments11-13 suggest 
that bounding reservoirs with high values of the ε and 

Fig. 3  Models used to evaluate the effect of the μ on traveltime. The sections colored  
           in blue represent a brine saturated reservoir; the sections colored in gold  
           represent a reservoir saturated with labeled brine. The axis of symmetry is along  
           the left edge of the models.

Table 1  EM properties of each layer.

Formation μr r  [S/m]

Evaporite seal 1 5 0.0001

Reservoir saturated with brine 1 14 0.38

Reservoir saturated with brine + 
magnetic contrast agents

2 14 0.38

Fig. 4  Received transients for the models used to evaluate the effect of the μ on traveltime. The results show that adding labeled brine to the adjacent  
           reservoirs reduces traveltime. Water + MNM one layer and Water + MNM are plotted on the secondary vertical axis.
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Fig. 5. Models used to evaluate the sensitivity of proximity sensing to moving fronts of labeled brine. The 
sections colored in blue represent a brine saturated reservoir; the sections colored in gold represent a 
reservoir saturated with labeled brine. The axis of symmetry is along the left edge of the models. 
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conductivity would prevent the signal from escaping 
the seal layer, which is highly resistive, and therefore 
acts as a low-loss channel. As a result, the higher the ε 
and conductivity of the bounding layers, the greater the 
received signal amplitude. Subsequently, the simulation 
results show a significant drop in amplitude when the μ 
contrast agents were added to one or both of the bounding 
reservoirs, Fig. 4. 

These results will have to be confirmed through 
laboratory experiments and further simulations. At this 
point it is not clear why increasing the m would have 
such an effect on signal amplitude. 

Waterflood Front Mapping Using Proximity Sensing 

and the μ Contrast Agents

Given that increasing the μ has a significant effect on 
traveltime, the possibility of using the μ contrast agents 
to label injected water was investigated. Three different 
scenarios were considered for this purpose: in scenario 
1, both reservoirs are saturated with brine; in scenario 
2 and 3, a front of magnetically labeled water is present 
in the bottom reservoir, Fig. 5. 

Based on the results shown so far, adding the μ contrast 
agents to the reservoir should result in a shorter traveltime. 
Following that logic, scenario 3 should be the fastest and 
scenario 1 the slowest. The results confirm the trend 
observed before, the larger the magnetically labeled water 
front is, the shorter the traveltime, Fig. 6. These results 
were expected and support the hypothesis that the μ has a 
similar effect to that of the ε on traveltime for this system. 
It is worth mentioning that the larger front results on a 
significant signal amplitude reduction, similar to what 
was observed when the entire reservoir was saturated 
with labeled brine. It is unclear what could be causing 
this drop, and laboratory experiments and additional 
simulations will be required to confirm such behavior.

The possibility of detecting isolated pockets of 
magnetically labeled water was also investigated. The 
pocket size was varied from 30 m to 120 m in 2x steps to 
investigate the effect on signal traveltime and amplitude, 
Fig. 7. According to our hypothesis, the larger the pocket 
of labeled water, the shorter the traveltime due to signal 
containment within the sealed layer.

The simulation results showed the expected trend: 
the model having the largest pocket of labeled water 
(120 m) resulted in the shortest traveltime, and the 
model with the smallest pocket (30 m) resulted in the 
largest traveltime, Fig. 8. An interesting finding is that 
proximity sensing appears to be sensitive to features that 
are comparable to the wavelength of the signal. A 30 m 
pocket of labeled water, which is roughly twice as big 

Fig. 5  Models used to evaluate the sensitivity of proximity sensing to moving fronts  
           of labeled brine. The sections colored in blue represent a brine saturated  
           reservoir; the sections colored in gold represent a reservoir saturated with labeled  
           brine. The axis of symmetry is along the left edge of the models.

Fig. 6  Received transients for the waterflood models. The results show that proximity sensing is sensitive to moving fronts of labeled brine. An unexpectedly  
           high signal attenuation is observed for models with labeled brine.
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Fig. 7. Models used to evaluate the sensitivity of proximity sensing to isolated pockets of labeled brine. 
The sections colored in blue represent a brine saturated reservoir; the sections colored in gold represent 
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as the wavelength, has a significant effect on the signal 
traveltime. Subsequently, this result is not surprising given 
that the maximum resolution of this method is expected 
to be approximately one-quarter of the wavelength. As 
in the results previously discussed, the addition of the m 
contrast agents significantly reduces the signal amplitude. 
While this is unexpected, it has been a consistent trend 
in the results presented. 

Conclusions
Previous research suggested that proximity sensing is 
an effective approach to provide saturation information 
at increased ranges and improved resolution. So far, it 
had been proposed that this technique could be used to 

differentiate between water-saturated and oil-saturated 
regions of the reservoir based on the ε contrasts, making 
it a suitable method to survey reservoir saturation. The 
results presented in this work suggest that proximity 
sensing can also be used in combination with magnetic 
nanomappers and other contrast agents to map 
waterflood front movement in the reservoir based on 
the m contrasts. This approach seems to be effective 
at detecting continuous fronts and isolated pockets of 
magnetically labeled water. This means that for flood 
front mapping purposes, contrast agents can be injected 
in the form of slugs instead of being continuously injected. 

The results show the expected trend for traveltime, 
and that by increasing the m of the bounding reservoirs, 
it results in a shorter traveltime, similar to what was 
previously reported for the ε. Consequently, changes 
in the m seem to have an unexpected effect on signal 
amplitude. While previous simulations and laboratory 
experiments reported that increasing the ε of the bounding 
layers increases signal amplitude as a result of energy 
confinement within the resistive channel, increasing the 
m results in decreased amplitude. Further simulations 
and experiments are required to confirm this behavior 
and investigate the cause. 

Using 2D axisymmetric models limits our ability to 
investigate alternative antenna polarizations. Previous 
simulations and experiments reported that for the ε 
contrasts, antenna polarization has a significant effect 
on traveltime. While all the simulations presented in this 
work were done using vertical electric field polarization, 
experimental work suggests that for the ε changes, greater 
sensitivity may be achieved using horizontal electric field 
polarization. It would be informative to evaluate the 
effect of polarization on the sensitivity of this approach 

Fig. 7  Models used to evaluate the sensitivity of proximity sensing to isolated pockets  
           of labeled brine. The sections colored in blue represent a brine saturated  
           reservoir; the sections colored in gold represent a reservoir saturated with labeled  
           brine. The axis of symmetry is along the left edge of the models.

Fig. 8  Received transients for the models used to evaluate the effect of isolated pockets of labeled brine on traveltime. The results show that adding pockets  
           of labeled brine reduces traveltime. The reduction is directly related to the pocket size.
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to map the μ changes. 
The results suggest that proximity sensing can be used 

not only to map oil saturation, but also to monitor injected 
water movement in the reservoir. When deployed, this 
approach has the potential to provide reservoir fluid 
saturation and movement at greatly increased ranges and 
resolutions. Laboratory experiments will be conducted in 
the future to validate the simulation results and provide 
quantitative information about the range and resolution. 
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Abstract  /

Introduction
For the past decade, there has been a paradigm shift in the oil and gas industry toward the development of 
unconventional resources. These resources have by and large necessitated long, horizontal wellbores, and multistage 
hydraulic fracturing treatments, to produce economically. These stimulation treatments often subject wellhead 
components and downhole assemblies to the highest pressure and abrasive loads in the life cycle of the well. With 
the high treating pressures and the rates and concentrations of slurry being injected, the wellhead and completion 
components need to be fit for purpose, to mitigate the prospect of well failures or blowouts. 

Unconventional resources in the Kingdom have been developed to address gas production in the long-term, to 

Initial exploratory wells in the unconventional program utilized existing well menus that have traditionally 
been successful for conventional wells. As the unconventional program matured, intensifying stage count, 
stage volumes, and greater pump rates, it became apparent that the standard accepted practices would 
no longer be valid. This article addresses the safety and operational challenges that resulted from utilizing 
a wellhead isolation tool (WHIT) to stimulate unconventional wells completed with 10 Kpsi wellhead 
components, and provides lessons learned and internally developed best practices. Without comprehensive 
maintenance procedures, erosion — within the WHIT and completion hardware at the WHIT’s outlet 
— may develop and propagate. This result would compromise the safety and operational integrity of 
equipment, potentially culminating in a loss of containment. 

Mitigation measures were taken to reduce the metal loss, including: (a) the utilization of the WHIT’s 
high rate bullnose and blast joint application, (b) controlling the pump rate and proppant volume, (c) 
changes in fracturing fluid type, and (d) the addition of degradable fibers with the proppant laden fluid. 
The WHIT installation and operational practices were developed to limit the number of the mandrel 
isolation in the same depth position along the stages. Furthermore, the WHIT was investigated for erosion 
in its body and valve components by physical measurements. Caliper logs were systematically acquired 
before and after hydraulic fracture treatment stages to evaluate the areas of erosion below the outlet of 
the WHIT’s mandrel, and measure the tubing’s wall thickness loss. Highly accurate radial measurements 
of the inside diameter (ID) variations provided an understanding of the location and severity of mechanical 
erosion damage generated during the fracturing operation. A result of these investigations and actions 
was the development and implementation of a comprehensive maintenance plan and tracking system to 
chart and document the utilization and erosion trends. 

Based on caliper log results, erosion was observed, resulting from a turbulence within the tool, due to 
rapid change in velocity during flow progression from the tool’s small diameter mandrel to a larger ID 
tubing. The WHIT’s structural integrity was evaluated after pumping a certain number of stages while 
recording the volume of proppant, treating pressures, and fluid utilization. Metal losses up to 27% near 
the end of the WHIT were revealed in the wells completed with 16 fracturing stages and up to 3 million 
pounds (MM lb) of proppant at 50 barrels per minute (bpm) maximum average pumping rate. The tubing 
size was 5½” outer diameter (OD). A 4½” OD tube was observed to be susceptible to substantial erosion 
and its utilization should be considered only in unique circumstances with comprehensive risk mitigation. 

Initial solutions implemented included the use of a blast joint, in conjunction with fiber laden fluid 
and a WHIT with reciprocating stroke and alternating isolation set points. These resulted in a reduction 
of the maximum metal losses to 4.9% despite the use of 8.9 MM lb of proppant, and a higher maximum 
average rate of 67 bpm. A long-term solution that was identified was the utilization of 15 Kpsi lower 
master valve, tubing spool, and hanger with a 15 Kpsi x 10 Kpsi adapter spool and a 15 Kpsi fracturing 
tree for stimulation operations. After stimulation operations, the wellhead fracture equipment was 
replaced by a 10 K production tree.

Completion Challenges in Unconventional 
Resources during the Transition Period
Almaz Sadykov, Syed Muhammad, Nayef I. Al-Mulhim, Pavan Dharwadkar, Dr. Lionel B. Small, Sohrat Baki, and Kenneth M. McClelland
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substitute gas for liquid fuels, and to provide potential 
feedstock for the growing chemical industry1. Substantial 
efforts had been made by integrated geosciences and 
the completion engineering team to move from the 
exploration to the appraisal phase of the project with 
future development plans. Unconventional carbonate 
source rock in the Jafurah Basin proved its production 
success only with multistage horizontal fracturing and 
multiple stages. The completion designs of the initial wells 
during the exploration phase represented a significant 
challenge due to necessity to utilize the wellhead isolation 
tool (WHIT) and erosion associated with its utilization. 
Bartko et al. (2017)2 addressed several challenges and 
limitations that were observed with the initial completion 
strategy, limiting the increase of the perforation cluster 
density, the number of stages and proppant volumes per 
well, and the pumping rates due to erosion of the upper 
section of the tubing.

Based on the reservoir pressure and expected pressure 
during production operations, the wellhead pressure 
rating of 10 Kpsi was typically chosen for Jafurah 
Basin wells. Since treatment pressures could exceed this 
pressure rating, a 15 Kpsi WHIT was a cost-effective 
initial solution to be able to perform the stimulation 
operations and avoid damaging the wellhead, due to 
higher pressures resulting from higher rate treatments. 
Figure 1 shows the WHIT, or tree-saver, which was used 
to isolate the wellhead from operating pressures that go 
beyond the designed pressure rating.

Erosion by abrasive slurries during fracturing treatments 
in general was previously and frequently addressed in the 
industry by different studies with some rare references 
to erosion combined with utilization of the WHIT. 
Vincent et al. (2004)3 reported about the characteristics 
of the proppant particles themselves, such as shape/
sharpness, mass/density, hardness, and strength, greatly 
influencing the erosivity of a proppant-laden slurry on 
well components. They found that ductile materials, 
such as metal, fail when attacked by abrasives at an angle 
of less than 45°. In contrast, brittle materials fail at a 
much higher angle of impingement, and are most severely 
eroded at a perpendicular angle of attack. Multiple studies 
have shown that on ductile targets, angular particles — 
frac sand or resin coated sand — cause significantly more 
erosion than spherical particles — lightweight ceramics. 

It was concluded that the selection and quality control 
of proppants and materials of the completion itself can 
have a large impact on erosivity in the tubulars. Severe 
issues in the upper completion have been reported by 
EnCana later due to hydraulic fracturing operations 
in the Horn River development4. Computational fluid 
dynamic modeling confirmed that rotational flow at 
the inlet mixing point (or the frac tree) can continue 
down into the first casing connection, and lead to severe 
erosion near the surface coupled with the actual measured 
values. Other factors mentioned as being related to such 
erosion by particle laden slurries, in conjunction with 
fluid dynamics and flow paths, included the material 
properties of the pipe, viscosity and density of the carrying 
fluid, flow type — single or multiphase — and the size, 

concentration, and velocity of the particles. 
Dimensional changes are experienced by fracturing 

fluids as they transition out of a WHIT mandrel and into 
the well tubing, where effects of turbulent flow dynamics 
and abrasive slurry pumping could combine to cause 
significant erosion. At this critical juncture, erosion 
damage can range from nonexistent to catastrophic. 
This damage can in effect cause the WHIT to itself 
become a threat to well tubing integrity. Surjaatmadja 
and Ripley (1992)5 found that the type of mandrel used 
at the end of the WHIT is a critical aspect of the proper 
WHIT design, and must take into account the flow 
downstream of the mandrel exit. They mentioned the 
construction of a WHIT, necessitating to have all parts of 
the mandrel, including sealing elements, small enough to 

Fig. 1  WHIT. 
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pass all wellhead equipment elements, yet large enough 
to seal in the tubing. It is one of the main reasons that 
the internal flow area of a WHIT is typically less, and 
approximately one-third that of the tubing. 

Therefore, as kinetic energy is linearly related to the 
square of fluid velocity, more than 90% of that kinetic 
energy is focused in the area directly below the effluence 
of the WHIT’s mandrel, identified as the discharge zone. 
The flow rate through the mandrel, concentration and the 
type of proppant, and fluids used were also identified as 
important parameters in the erosivity of tubulars below 
the WHIT. The interface design of the mandrel tip, or 
guide mandrel, WHIT nozzle, or WHIT diffuser, was 
confirmed to be a crucial component that can govern 
the effectiveness of the tool in minimizing erosion. Less 
erosion tendency resulted in the cases where the tip of 
the mandrel was designed to dissipate kinetic energy 
within the mandrel parts, without being expended on 
the tubing wall, i.e., in so-called diffuser type mandrels.

Problem Statement
Any erosion occurring within the tubulars should be 
considered as a damage and potential threat to well 
integrity, which could result in potential catastrophic 
failure. Failure of the WHIT itself during operation 
could lead to a well control situation where the WHIT’s 
valves are the only barriers. 

Therefore, severe erosion weakening design 
characteristics of completion elements represents a 
potential for loss of integrity and endangers the safety and 
environment. Tubing damage could result in expensive 
repairs and impact economics of any project. Therefore, 
an understanding of this damage type, location, severity, 
and the root causes for its occurrence is important for 
prevention and elimination of such a risk to barrier 
elements. 

In the Jafurah Basin, the effect of erosion on upper 
completions has been variable. Upscaling completion 

parameters necessitated increased proppant volumes 
with an increasing number of the stages and perforation 
clusters per stage. Initial wells were completed with 20 
pounds per feet (lb/ft) 5½” VM-95HCS and 15.1 lb/ft 
4½” Q-125 tubings with the upper section consisting of 
a corresponding tubing hanger with a short double pin 
sub. Historically, the WHIT, with an aggressive bullnose 
design, and a high exit angle nozzle with single staging, 
was utilized as per conventional low stage count practices 
until severe erosion was observed in Well-C. This case 
was investigated and identified with a multifinger imaging 
tool (MIT) run, which is a multi-caliper logging tool 
that is used to investigate the integrity of the wellbore.

The erosion found was a result of the discharge zone 
that is caused by the difference in the internal diameter 
(ID) of the stinger mandrel with a 2¾” ID and the 5½” 
20 lb/ft VM-95 HCS tubing with a 4.778” ID, Fig. 2. 
The area most susceptible to erosion and potential failure 
was identified as the first tubing joint and toward the 
bottom of the double pin sub, mainly due to available 
stroke length of the WHIT. Erosion took place within 
a 1 ft interval below where the WHIT’s bullnose ends.

Different wall loss scenarios were simulated with 
tubular design analysis software (WellCat™). Analysis 
confirmed that wall loss above 30% could represent 
a heightened risk of tubing failure under the highest 
operational load parameters. Prior to the wall loss cases, 
analysis of 20 lb/ft 5½” VM-95 HCS tubing showed the 
stimulation treatments well within the safe operating 
limits. Simulating a reduction in wall thickness in the 
WellCat software, showed that it puts the tubing at the 
edge of the safe operating envelope during the worst burst 
case scenario, with a maximum differential pressure of 
7,000 psi, expected during the operations, Fig. 3. 

Caliper runs were added to completion programs 
due to the risk of tubing failure and to understand and 
mitigate the impact of abrasive slurries on completion. 
This measure was necessary to optimize completion 

Fig. 2  The difference in velocities of mandrel discharge zone and tubing where erosion occurred.
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size, which proved to have significant impact on the 
productivity of the wells. Erosion occurred in many wells 
due to stimulation and was confirmed by running the 
MIT logs. 

Changing the fluid system to a lower viscosity fluid with 
higher rates increased abrasion, which resulted in severe 
erosion within the WHIT itself. The WHIT integrity 
inspection, with increased amounts of proppant, also had 
to be addressed for mitigation of any potential erosion.    

Short-Term Solutions for WHIT Erosion 
Mitigation
Well-C was one of the initial wells completed with 13 
stages and 3.5 million pounds (MM lb) of high strength 
proppant (HSP) pumped at an average maximum rate of 
60 barrels per minute (bpm), with proppant concentrations 
ranging from 0.25 to 6 pounds per gallon added (PPA). 
After the severe erosion of 20 lb/ft 5½” VM-95 HCS 
tubing was observed in this well, several solutions were 
proposed and conveyed immediately as short-term 
ones, to mitigate the potential for tubing failure, due 
to erosion, until completion upgrade implementation. 

These included:
• The use of a high rate bullnose with a much less 

extreme exit angle.
• Controlling pump rate and proppant volume.
• Lengthening the stroke of the WHIT and alternating 

positions throughout the treatment, so that the same 
area of tubing is subjected to less erosion in the 
discharge zone.

• The utilization of a blast joint below the double pin 
sub to provide a thicker pipe. 

To analyze and quantify the extent of damage to the 
tubing due to erosion, the MIT was used. The MIT 
consists of 40 calipers deployed as hard surfaced fingers 
to accurately measure the internal dimensions along 
the pipe wall, Fig. 4. With expected, and observed, 
erosion near the tubing hanger hardware, the MIT was 
run within the first 200 ft of the wellbore. The radial 
measurements of the ID of the tubing was processed 
and an estimated amount of erosion, or wall loss, was 
provided. MIT analyses were run as baseline, mid-stage, 
latter stage, and at the final stage, depending on the 

Fig. 3  WellCat TM design limits simulation of 20 lb/ft 5½” VM-95 HCS tubing to model wall loss.
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Table 1  Key wells’ completion parameters and caliper runs showing maximum wall loss.

Well 
Name

Total Proppant 
(MM lb)

Stage Count Rate (bpm)
Wall Loss 

(%)
Comment

Well-B 2.90 16 50 27 The well was logged after Well-C.

Well-C 3.04 13 60 >30 The well had severe erosion.

Well-E 4.20 16 54 28
Alternating positions with aggressive bullnose and 
introduction of high rate bullnose.

Well-H 3.08 16 60.5 5 Fiber inclusion.

Well-M 3.40 16 62 1.3
Blast joint and fiber application, MIT results from 
mid-stage.

Well-S 7.15 20 62 6
Fiber inclusion, high rate bullnose, WHIT staging, 
MIT results from latter stage.

Well-T 4.03 20 67.2 27 Low viscosity fluids utilization.

Well-U 8.90 20 63 4.9
Fiber inclusion, high rate bullnose, WHIT staging, 
blast joint.

Well-V 10.02 24 63.7 7.4 Fiber inclusion, high rate bullnose, WHIT staging.

Fig. 5  Well-B MIT results after completion of all stages.
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individual well completion program. Identification of 
components such as tubing hangers, collars, and pup 
joints verified the accuracy of the outputs from the MIT 
runs and the identification of tubing erosion and wall loss. 
These erosion parameters were correlated to the amount 
of proppant — abrasive slurry — volumes pumped to 
predict erosion for subsequent wells, and to develop an 
alternating positions strategy, to distribute erosion rather 
than it be in the same spot for all the stages. 

As the internal radius increase was identified by the 
MIT in Well-C, previously completed Well-B was logged 
and had similar erosion within the 3.95 ft double pin 
sub, likely due to maintaining a single WHIT position 
and an aggressive bullnose, Fig. 5. Such erosion was a 
result of pumping 16 stages with cross-linked fracturing 
fluid and 2.9 MM lb of proppant at an average rate of 
45 bpm with proppant concentrations ranging from 0 
PPA to 6 PPA, where some stages had fiber inclusion. 

To understand the erosion pattern as a function of 
proppant pumped, and the position of the mandrel in 
the well, it was considered to have several MIT runs in 
the initial wells after specific proppant volumes were 
pumped, mainly related to the number of the stages in 
the same position. Table 1 provides the list of key wells 
where the MIT was allowed to evaluate implementation 
of different erosion mitigation techniques. Strict control of 

the mandrel positioning was prescribed in well programs.
In Well-E with 20 lb/ft 5½” VM-95 HCS tubing, the 

following plan was developed for positioning the mandrel 
and WHIT’s exit with several MIT runs, which allowed 
us to perform time-lapse analysis, Fig. 6:

• A baseline MIT was run to establish initial internal 
profile (R1).

• The bullnose for the first three stages was set 45” 
below the hanger flange. A total of 708 Klb of 
proppant across all three stages was pumped with 
an average maximum rate of 50.3 bpm, and proppant 
concentrations ranging from 0 PPA to 6 PPA with 
cross-linked fluid.

• Then mandrel position was moved up to 41” below 
the hanger flange for stages 4, 5, 6, and 7. Then, 1,093 
Klb of proppant was pumped in total across all four 
stages in this position with an average maximum rate 
of 58.6 bpm, and proppant concentrations ranging 
from 0 PPA to 6 PPA with cross-linked fluid. 

• The MIT log was run (R2), and measured a maximum 
15% reduction in the tubing wall’s thickness. It could 
be noted that erosion took place within the 1 ft interval 
below the mandrel exit.

• Then, the WHIT mandrel exit was moved up by 
another 4” to 34” below the hanger flange for stages 

Fig. 6  Well-E time-lapse analysis with different positions of the bullnose.
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8, 9, 10, 11, and 12. Then, 1,347 Klb of proppant was 
pumped in total across all five stages in this position, 
with an average maximum rate of 55.5 bpm, and 
proppant concentrations ranging from 0 PPA to 6 
PPA with cross-linked fluid. 

• The MIT log was run (R3), and revealed 28% erosion 
development. Significant amounts of proppant 
pumped in this position could explain such erosion, 
due to the cumulative abrasion effect. 

• After that, the WHIT was moved to the highest 
position of 34” below the hanger flange for remaining 
stages 13, 14, 15, 16. 1,078 Klb of proppant were 
pumped in total across all four stages in this position, 
with an average maximum rate of 53.5 bpm, and 
proppant concentrations ranging from 0 PPA to 6 
PPA with cross-linked fluid.

• The final MIT run (R4), showed insignificant erosion 
from the last mandrel position without the further 
decrease of wall thickness in the most eroded interval, 
which was approximately 1 ft deeper than the position 
of the WHIT’s mandrel exit. Introduction of a high 
rate bullnose decreased the total erosion in this case. 

Therefore, implementation of the high rate bullnose 
and changing its positions in this well allowed us to 
understand the erosion pattern and distribute it along 
the upper section of the tubing, to increase proppant 
pumped in this well without any failure of the tubing. 

The total amount of proppant pumped in this well was 
4.2 M lb of HSP type, compared to previous Wells B 
and C with less amounts of proppant. The eroded area 
sustained high-pressure pumping job pressures, but was 
not exposed to the worst-case screen out scenario with 
the maximum differential pressure.

Initial wells were pumped with 3 to 4 MM lb of 
proppant. Average rates have ranged between 50 bpm 
to 60 bpm, with rates up to 70 bpm in some stages. 
Different completion (4½” 15.1 lb/ft Q-125 or 5½” 20 lb/
ft VM-95 HCS tubing) showed different erosion results 
with the similar amounts of proppant and rates applied. 
MIT runs have confirmed that the 15.1 lb/ft 4½” Q-125 
tubing was susceptible to more erosion, as it required 
a smaller WHIT’s mandrel with 2¼” ID, and thereby 
this increased velocities at the same design rates. The 
WHIT, during the initial well stimulation, only had an 
84” stroke, which limited positions of the mandrel within 
the upper section of the tubing.

Further improvements in erosion mitigation considered 
fiber inclusion to cross-linked fluid after the trial test, 
with the channel fracturing technique in Well-H, which 
resulted in insignificant erosion during the final MIT 
run. This log was run after completion of 16 stages with 
3.08 MM lb of different proppant types, with an average 
maximum rate of 60.2 bpm, and proppant concentrations 
ranging from 0 PPA to 6 PPA, Fig. 7. The maximum wall 
loss reported was 5%, which was within acceptable range.

Fig. 7  Well-H MIT log time-lapse analysis without erosion pattern after 16 stages.
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16-18 37” 1.35 MM lb 
19-20 41” 0.9 MM lb 
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The utilization of a 5½” 26 lb/ft blast joint with 4.562” 
ID, or a section of thicker tubing, was also implemented in 
three wells along with a high rate bullnose and alternating 
stinger positions. The first well, Well-M with the blast 
joint, showed negligible (1.3%) erosion after 1.76 M lb 
of proppant was pumped with an average maximum 
rate of 59.8 bpm, and proppant concentrations ranging 
from 0.5 PPA to 6 PPA with cross-linked fluid; a 2¼” 
ID mandrel was used with the WHIT. Together, with 
other mitigation measures, particularly in this case with 
fiber inclusion, it appeared also to reduce impact of the 
erosion issues. Although it did not find a wide application, 
due to the introduction of a restricted ID, which could 
have a potential impact on artificial lift installations 
in unconventional wells. The smaller ID also limited 
the pumping rate on the surface to 62 bpm, due to the 
standard mandrel size with a 2¼” ID. A modified cup 
tool, only designed for 26 lb/ft 5½” outer diameter (OD) 
TN-95HS tubing, was later allowed to increase the ID 
of the mandrel from 2¼” to 2¾” ID, with a subsequent 
increase of pumping rates within the 65 bpm to 70 bpm 
range.

Process improvements such as the high rate bullnose, 
longer WHIT stroke with multiple staging points, and 
the use of a fiber-laden proppant have decoupled the 
function of proppant volume on erosion in the upper 
completion. Limited erosion was always seen in the wells 
that used these erosion mitigation techniques, depending 
on completion size. Although fiber had not been primarily 
considered as an erosion mitigation tool, evidence had 
shown that it could be preventing a significant amount 
of erosion in the Jafurah Basin wells. 

Concentrations of fiber used were to benefit proppant 
suspension, and not representative of the minimum fiber 
concentration that could help to develop laminar flow 
and prevent erosion at the discharge of the WHIT. Fiber-
laden fluid and a WHIT with reciprocating stroke and 
alternating isolation set points has reduced the metal 
losses, and facilitated an improvement of fracturing 
completion parameters with cross-linked fluids, such 
as pumping rates, proppant, and fluid volumes per well, 
and increased the number of clusters per stage, while 
minimizing the amount of erosion to acceptable levels. 

For example, Well-S showed only 6% wall loss after stage 
15 with a total of 4.9 MM lb of proppant pumped, with 
an average maximum rate of 60.6 bpm by completion 
of that stage. An additional five stages were pumped, 
eliminating the final stage MIT run, due to insignificant 
expected erosion.

Movement of the mandrel from top to bottom was 
considered as a preferable way to isolate, by the WHIT’s 
sealing cups, potentially eroded sections of the tubing, 
and avoid a cumulative erosion effect. Table 2 shows an 
example of WHIT staging for one of the wells completed 
with 20 stages, which was controlled in the well program. 
Multiple positions were a result of introducing a WHIT 
with a longer stroke.

Different treatment designs were considered in the 
Jafurah Basin with low viscosity fluids for increasing 
stimulated reservoir volume where the candidate well 
had to use the WHIT. Well-T was the first well to utilize 
a hybrid treatment consisting of a linear gel followed by 
cross-linked fluid at the higher PPA stages. This treatment 
also featured higher pumping rates, averaging around 
70 bpm and going up to 80 bpm. 

The initial eight stages were pumped per the hybrid 
design with no fiber in the cross-linked steps. An MIT 
log was run after these stages and identified erosion of 
up to 14% wall loss at the egress of the WHIT after 2.1 
MM lb of proppant. Stages 9 to 16 were then pumped 
in the same manner as the first eight, but added fiber at 
the recommended concentrations to the PPA steps above 
1.25. Another MIT log was run and showed wall loss due 
to erosion of up to 27% after an additional 1.8 MM lb of 
proppant, approaching levels deemed critical through 
tubing design simulations and field experiences in the 
basin. Knowing that fiber-laden fluid was only run for 
the last one-third of any given stage with cross-linked 
fluids, it was concluded that leaner fluids pumped with 
proppant at higher rates caused significant erosion at the 
discharge of the WHIT. Despite mitigation measures to 
protect the tubing below the exit of the WHIT, severe 
erosion was found within the WHIT itself, particularly 
at the tool’s hydraulic valve. 

This finding stopped further treatments with low 
viscosity fluids via the WHIT until long-term solution 

Table 2  Sample WHIT staging chart.
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measures were implemented. The experience gained 
with cross-linked fluids allowed us to upscale safely and 
successfully the completion sizes to improve production 
results. For example, Well-U and Well-V provided the 
most complete data sets. Well-U had the blast joint in the 
upper section of 20 lb/ft 5½” OD VM-95HCS tubing 
and showed only 4.9% erosion despite 24 stages with 8.9 
MM lb of proppant, pumped with an average maximum 
rate of 67 bpm, and proppant concentrations ranging 
from 0.5 PPA to 6 PPA with fiber-laden cross-linked fluid. 
Well-V, with a thicker 26 lb/ft 5½” OD TN-95HS tubing, 
had only 7.4% wall loss after pumping 24 stages with 10 
MM lb of proppant, pumped with an average maximum 
rate of 67 bpm, and similar proppant concentrations 
with fiber utilization. The pumping rate was limited to 
65 bpm to 70 bpm in the design for the 2¾” ID WHIT 
mandrel. The WHIT mandrel’s modified cup tool was 
required for isolation due to reduced tubing ID in both 
of these wells.

Examination of proppant types demonstrated that 
there was no significant difference in erosion based 
on whether HSP or intermediate strength proppant 
was being run, and it was mainly related to mitigation 
measures implemented. The type of fluid in Well-T was 
found to be an important parameter in the significance 
of erosion in the tubular, mainly due to the combination 
of low viscosity fluid, necessitating utilization of higher 
rates for proppant transport and placement, Fig. 8.

To establish a safe wear exposure limit for the WHIT 
with an increase in proppant volumes, 2¾” ID WHIT 
detailed pre- and post-job measurements were performed 
for all WHITs used in unconventional operations. 
Measurements included ID measurements before use and 
after stripping down the WHIT. The ID was measured 
for all erosion exposed internal wear areas of the WHIT: 

sleeves in buffalo head frac ports, hydraulic gate valve, 
manual gate valve, buffalo head X-over, upper body 
sleeve, conical sleeve, and mandrel.

The stage count per WHITs inspected ranged from 
one stage to a maximum of eight stages, from 150,000 
lb to 2.8 MM lb proppant exposure. All stages were 
pumped with cross-linked fluids and at pump rates of 
approximately 60 bpm with combinations of different 
proppant types and mesh sizes.

The following conclusions were drawn from an 
investigation of the WHIT components for erosion, Fig. 9:

1. Up to an exposure of 2.8 MM lb of proppant in 
cross-linked fluids at 60 bpm, there was no significant 
erosion wear to the internal components of the 
WHIT. There was no apparent correlation between 
exposure and ID change — erosion after 2.8 MM 
lb was not higher than after 1,000 lb; initial (early) 
erosion was believed to be caused due to a “run-in 
effect,” where small ID differences between adjacent 
sleeves were polished away, after that the erosion 
rate was minimal.

2. Erosion observed during inspections was uniform; 
spot wear had been observed in one instance (data 
set 7). Test of the sleeve showed a surface hardness 
of 52 HRC — lower than an expected hardness of 
55 to 60 HRC.

3. The ID wear for two of the early tool inspections 
(data sets 3 and 4) was found (potentially) outside 
the hardened zone; overall measurement variations 
at the start of the project were higher than during 
the later stage. The initial higher variations 
were mainly combined with measurement and 
documentation errors. Data consistency improved 
once dedicated maintenance personnel performed 

Fig. 8  Summary of erosion monitoring results in the Jafurah Basin.
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the measurements. Also a more intuitive and logical 
inspection sheet was developed during the project.

Therefore, the wear sleeve of the WHITs that were 
exposed — up to 2.8 MM lb of proppant with cross-
linked fluids — did not show significant erosion wear. 
Exposure up to this proppant amount was deemed safe; a 
further step-wise increase of proppant pumped between 
tool strip downs was considered to be supported with 
further measurements. Wear at higher pump rates, or 
pumping different proppants or low viscosity fluids could 
not be made due to limitations set in well programs.

As highlighted earlier, findings of severe erosion in 
the WHIT during operations in Well-T temporarily 
stopped further applications of low viscosity fluids in the 
unconventional program until long-term solutions became 
available. Only cross-linked fluids were considered 

together with erosion mitigation techniques as the WHIT 
erosion pattern with these fluids was negligible, both in 
the upper tubing section and within the WHIT. Table 
3 provides a summary of erosion mitigation techniques 
with their advantages and disadvantages.

Long-Term Completion Solutions 
Recommendations from an investigation into the severe 
erosion observed in Well-C were made early in the 
unconventional program, to provide a more universal 
solution to the issue of erosion in the tubulars. These 
recommendations included a move away from the 
stopgap measures of WHIT utilization, and the potential 
restriction of stimulation and artificial lift options, due 
to the threat of erosion issues.

In an approach to both mitigate risk due to erosion 

Fig. 9  WHIT valve sleeve wear vs. proppant pumped.

Table 3  Erosion mitigation techniques summary.

Erosion Mitigation 
Technique

Advantages Disadvantages

1 High rate bullnose Easy implementation Cannot fully eliminate erosion

2
Lengthening the stroke of the 
WHIT and alternating positions 

Easy implementation for erosion 
distribution

Cannot fully eliminate erosion

3 Blast joint inclusion Thicker wall thickness for erosion

Could represent restricted ID 
section in upper completion, 
required modified cup tool for 
2.75” ID WHIT’s mandrel 

4 Fiber inclusion
Substantial erosion limitation, 
proppant suspension

Additional chemical

5
Controlling treatment rates and 
fluid type

Easy implementation
Limiting number of clusters per 
stage to maintain sufficient rate 
per cluster
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and increase efficiency with the elimination of the rig 
up/rig down of the WHIT, the use of a 15 K rated lower 
manual master valve, in conjunction a 15 K rated frac 
tree was recommended as a long-term solution. The frac 
tree could then be swapped out with a 10 K production 
tree using a 15 K x 10 K adaptor spool, Fig. 10.

Completion challenges, combined with WHIT 
utilization in multistage fracturing, only confirmed that 
upscaling completion requires these long-term solutions, 
with complete avoidance of erosion rather than only 
mitigating it. This was especially true in the case where 
stimulation treatments transitioned to high rate slick 
water and hybrid fluid systems. Based on this, special 
attention should be paid to the integrity of the frac trees 
and wellhead components themselves, as highlighted by 
the Well-T experience. Such experience in earlier wells 
with a WHIT also triggered an investigation of those 
long-term solutions for any potential erosion issues that 
could compromise well integrity.

Higher pump rates with 5⅛”, 15 Kpsi frac tree, such 
as 92 bpm with proppant laden fluid and 100 bpm with 
clean fluid, allowed further upscaling of the completion 
and introducing lower viscosity fluids in the Jafurah Basin. 
Limitation on the frac rate was combined with 60 ft per 
second of maximum linear velocity of the fluid as an 
erosional limitation. Similar to the WHIT tearing down 
frac tree inspections were considered to evaluate erosion 
after low viscosity fluid treatments. The MIT log was run 
for evaluation of the upper section and showed absence 

of erosion. The post-job back pressure valve setting and 
retrievals after performing slick water fracturing jobs 
showed no loss of the profile functionality.

Conclusions
Utilization of a WHIT represented a heightened risk of 
erosion occurrence in the upper completion and within 
the WHIT itself with multiple propped fracturing stages, 
which could only be mitigated. As it represented a safety 
and financial concern, its use was discontinued.

An analysis of the data collected from the MIT runs on 
initial wells utilizing a WHIT across the Jafurah Basin 
led to the following findings with regards to erosion 
mitigation in an upper completion:

• The 15.1 lb/ft 4½” Q-125 tubing led to significant 
erosion and wall loss due to a reduced 2¼” ID 
mandrel and significant erosional velocities at 50 
bpm to 60 bpm, even with cross-linked fluids.

• Blast joints could provide protection against erosion, 
but have drawbacks in operational flexibility and 
artificial lift selection.

• The most preferable solution for the 20 lb/ft 5½” 
VM-95HC tubing was using in conjunction with 
a high rate bullnose, fiber laden cross-linked fluid, 
and 122” WHIT stroke with alternating set points 
that could mitigate erosion. The maximum pumping 
rates and proppant amounts were limited to 65 bpm 
and 1,500 lb accordingly in one WHIT position, and 
served as a guidance to avoid significant erosion.

Fig. 10  Long-term completion schematic for fracturing and production.
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Easy implementation for 
erosion distribution 

Cannot fully eliminate 
erosion 

3 Blast joint inclusion Thicker wall thickness for 
erosion 
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section in upper completion, 
required modified cup tool 
for 2.75” ID WHIT’s mandrel  

4 Fiber inclusion Substantial erosion 
limitation, proppant 
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5 Controlling treatment rates and 
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Easy implementation Limiting number of clusters 
per stage to maintain 
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• The 26 lb/ft 5½” TN-95HS tubing in the upper 
completion provided additional protection against 
erosion, but required the modified cup tool to allow 
utilization of the 2¾” ID WHIT’s mandrel.

• Hybrid and slick water designs necessitated the use 
of low viscosity fluids and higher rates could cause 
the occurrence of significant erosion, not only in the 
tubing, but also in the WHIT itself. Additionally, 
the use of higher rates that are required for lower 
viscosity fluids add to erosion concerns.

• Final MIT runs were only considered after completion 
of all stages with implementation of erosion mitigation 
techniques. The MIT runs for the entire vertical 
section were still recommended for evaluation within 
the corrosion/erosion monitoring program. 

The WHIT components did not show significant erosion 
of internal elements with limited rates of 65 bpm, and 
cross-linked fluids after pumping up to 2.8 MM lb of 
proppant. Risk of erosion was flagged with low viscosity 
fluids, such as linear gel and slick water at higher rates, 
70 bpm to 80 bpm. 

Utilization of a 15 Kpsi lower master valve, tubing 
spool, and hanger with a 15 K x 10 K adapter spool and 
a 15 K fracturing tree for stimulation operations, which 
is subsequently replaced by a 10 K production tree, was 
a successful substitution of the 10 K wellhead component 
necessitating WHIT utilization. Special consideration 
still needs to be given to the wellhead components, as 
rates approach 92 bpm with ceramic proppants, and the 
utilization of 15,000 psi rated frac trees. 
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Abstract  /

Introduction
Demand for water used in hydraulic fracturing is increasing continuously, especially due to the implementation 
of horizontal drilling and multistage hydraulic fracturing in unconventional plays1-3. Recently, oil field operators 
are pumping bigger fracturing jobs in terms of fluid volume, proppant amount and number of stages per well. 
These developments are putting an enormous pressure on the use of freshwater for domestic consumption and 
agricultural applications. The rising cost, and in some regions unavailability of freshwater, has motivated services 
and production companies to try to prepare fracturing fluids with less ideal water sources such as produced water and 
seawater4. Technically, it is not too difficult to make cross-linked fracturing fluids for medium-to-low temperature 
applications using water containing high salt concentrations like produced water or seawater5, 6. Subsequently, at 
high temperatures of 300 °F or more, it is much more challenging to make stable cross-linked fluids formulated 
directly with untreated salt water due to the damage caused by the high levels of salinity and multivalent ions 
present in the water. When using seawater to formulate fracturing fluids for applications at high temperatures of 
300 °F and above, a number of issues emerge related to the high salinity — mostly sodium chloride (NaCl) — and 
high hardness (mostly calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), etc.), and other dissolved solids present in seawater. 

The high salinity and hardness of seawater negatively affects the stability and viscosity of the seawater-based 
fracturing fluids, especially at elevated temperatures7-9. Under downhole conditions when the pumped seawater mixes 
with formation water containing high salinity and hardness, scales could form to potentially plug the formation, 
and thereby compromise hydrocarbon productions. Scale inhibitors become ineffective at such high temperatures 
and salinity. It is due to the high scaling tendency that the seawater should be pre-treated to remove specific ions 

In recent decades, the widespread implementation of horizontal drilling and multistage hydraulic fracturing in 
unconventional plays has increased the use of freshwater in oil field operations. The formulation of fracturing fluids 
with non-freshwater sources such as seawater or produced water are attracting more attention, due to the long-term 
sustainability of non-freshwater use. 

Fracturing fluids using seawater are available in the industry. But the compatibility between the composition of 
local seawater and reservoir brine can add complications in the formation damage consideration. For example, if 
a seawater rich in sulfate comes in contact with formation brine rich in calcium or barium, severe scale can be 
expected if the proper precautions are not taken. Treated seawater with nanofiltration to remove sulfate is a good 
practice to eliminate this problem. This article describes a fracturing fluid formulated by using nanofiltered seawater 
for high temperature applications at 300 °F to 325 °F. The cross-linked fracturing fluid formulation was optimized 
in the lab to accommodate the nanofiltered seawater, resulting in satisfactory fluid performance, thereby enabling 
the fracturing operations to conserve freshwater. 

A high temperature cross-linked fracturing fluid system was prepared with the nanofiltered local seawater. The 
fluid system showed robust stability at high temperatures. For example, the fluid viscosity stayed above 400 centipoise 
(cP) (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) for 2 hours at 300 °F, with 45 pound per thousand (ppt) of the polymer loading. At 325 
°F, the fluid maintained viscosity above 300 cP for 2 hours with 60 ppt of the polymer loading. The nanofiltered 
seawater-based fluids was found to be compatible with a number of commonly used fluid additives including biocide, 
surfactant, and clay stabilizer. The fluid system also showed low formation damage and scaling tendencies. In the 
core flow tests at 300 °F, a regained permeability of greater than 95% was obtained. In the scaling tests without the 
presence of a scale inhibitor at 300 °F, a traceable (< 0.01 wt%) amount of scale was observed in the mixture of the 
nanofiltered seawater and high total dissolved solids (TDS) formation brine. Overall, it was found that using the 
nanofiltered seawater can lead to better fluid stability at elevated temperatures, better fluid cleanup, and reduced 
downhole scaling tendency. 

By careful selection of the fluid components, the nanofiltered seawater-based fluid relieves the burden of needing 
freshwater for hydraulic fracturing treatment, allowing for a more sustainable approach. This article discusses the 
technical functions of the key fluid additives used in the fracturing fluid preparation.  

A More Sustainable Approach: Nanofiltered 
Seawater-based High Temperature Fracturing Fluids
Dr. Leiming Li, Dr. Fakuen F. Chang, and Dr. Rajesh K. Saini
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that contribute most significantly to the scaling based 
on the formation water composition. Sulfate is one key 
ion that needs to be removed when formation water 
contains high concentrations of divalent ions, such as 
Ca2+, Mg2+, barium (Ba2+), and strontium (Sr2+).   

This article presents a new zirconium (Zr) cross-
linked, polysaccharide-based fracturing fluid system 
that was formulated using the nanofiltered seawater for 
temperatures of 300 °F and above, with the requirement 
that the fluid viscosity should be above 300 centipoise (cP) 
(at 100 sec-1 shear rate) for 2 hours at the test temperature. 

Experimental
Fluid Preparation

The fracturing fluid was prepared by adding a powder 
or a slurry form of the base polymer in the nanofiltered 
seawater in a blender jar while blending. The pH of the 
fluid during hydration was adjusted to between 6 to 7, 
with a diluted organic acid. The polymer was hydrated 
for 15 to 20 minutes at a slow blending speed. When the 
polymer hydration was complete, other fluid additives, 
including the gel stabilizer, oxygen scavenger, buffering 
agent, and crosslinking delay agent were added while 
maintaining the blending. The Zr crosslinker was added 
last to crosslink the fluid. The pH of the cross-linked 
fluid was measured in the end to ensure it falls within 
the crosslinking range.

Rheology Tests

The rheological properties of the cross-linked fluid 
was measured using a high-pressure, high temperature 
(HPHT) rheometer equipped with a B5 bob and under 
400 psi of nitrogen pressure. The viscosity was measured 
at 100 sec-1 shear rate while raising the fluid to the target 
temperature, following the API RP 39 schedule. The 
API RP 39 schedule consists of continuous fluid shearing 
at 100 sec-1 shear rate and a series of shearing ramps 
at 100, 75, 50, 25, 50, 75, and 100 sec-1 once the fluid 
temperature is within 5 °F of the test temperature, and 
occurring periodically at every 30 minute interval. 

Breaking Tests

Breaking tests were carried out to ensure the proper 
breakdown of the fluid after hydraulic fracturing 
treatment and proppant placement. An oxidative breaker 
was used in the form of a live breaker for breakdown of 
fluid in the HPHT test. The breaker was added to the 
fluid just before the addition of the Zr cross-linked to 
the fluid in the blender. The fluid was then transferred 
to the rheometer cup, and fluid viscosity was measured 
following the API RP 39 schedule.

Core Flow Tests

The Parker sandstone core was used to perform the core 
flow test. The core sample was loaded in a core holder 
and a confining pressure of 2,500 psi and back pressure 
of 1,000 psi was applied in the coreflood apparatus, 
while maintaining the test temperature of 300 °F. In 
the beginning, 2% potassium chloride (KCl) in a water 
solution was flown at a rate of 1.0 ml/min through the 
core sample until the differential pressure stabilized. The 
permeability of the core was measured with 2% KCl 
solution at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min, 1.0 ml/min, 1.5 

ml/min, and finally, at 2.0 ml/min along the injection 
direction.

After finding the permeability of the core sample, the 
broken cross-linked fracturing fluid was prepared by 
using: nanofiltered seawater, gelling agent, hydration 
aid, biocide, clay stabilizer, flow back aid, gel stabilizer, 
buffer, high temperature stabilizer, Zr crosslinker, and 
breaker. The fluid was injected in the core at a differential 
pressure of 500 psi for 30 minutes while maintaining 
the temperature at 300 °F. The injected fluid was then 
shut-in overnight for 16 hours at 300 °F. To measure the 
regained permeability, a 2% KCl solution was injected 
in the core along the production direction at 1.0 ml/
min until the differential pressure stabilized. Then, the 
differential pressure was measured at the selected flow 
rates of 0.5 ml/min, 1.0 ml/min, 1.5 ml/min, and 2.0 ml/
min, respectively, to calculate the regained permeability. 

Scaling Tests

The scaling tests were performed by mixing 20 vol% of 
formation water with 80 vol% of nanofiltered seawater 
with and without the addition of various amounts of scale 
inhibitor. The solutions were heated to the bottom-hole 
temperature in an oil bath for 2 weeks. After two weeks, 
the samples were taken out of the bath, photographed, 
and cooled down to room temperature. The precipitated 
scale was filtered on filter paper, dried, and then weighed 
to calculate the amount of scale generation.

Results and Discussion
Fracturing Fluid Preparation and Rheology 

A derivatized guar-based polymer was used as a 
viscosifying agent for the nanofiltered seawater fracturing 
fluid. The unfiltered seawater has total dissolved solids 
(TDS) of around 57,000 mg/L comprising around 2,800 
mg/L of multivalent ions, 4,200 mg/L of sulfate ions 
and rest monovalent ions. The pH of the unfiltered water 
was around 8.2. Whereas, after nanofiltration, the TDS 
dropped to around 40,000 mg/L with a substantial 
reduction of multivalent ions to around 400 mg/L, 
and the sulfate ions to almost zero. The nanofiltration 
completely removed the sulfate ions that have the potential 
to form scale with the formation brine containing divalent 
and multivalent ions.

The rheology of the nanofiltered seawater-based 
linear fluid without the crosslinker was measured first 
at an ambient temperature of 75 °F. The additives in 
the 45 pound per thousand (ppt) linear gel include a 
hydration agent, pH increasing buffer, gel stabilizer, 
high temperature stabilizer, biocide, clay stabilizer, and 
surfactant. The viscosity profile of linear polysaccharide-
based fluids containing additives taken on Fann 35 
viscometer (with R1/B1) are listed in Table 1. The n’ and 
K’ of the linear fluid at 75 °F was obtained accordingly 
where n’ = 0.4494, and K’ = 4.150 lbf-sec/100 ft².

The baseline cross-linked gel was prepared using a 
fully hydrated 45 lb linear gel in nanofiltered water 
containing gel stabilizer, pH increasing buffer, high 
temperature stabilizer, and Zr crosslinker. The cross-
linked fluids were then tested at 300 °F. Figure 1 shows 
the rheological performance of the baseline cross-linked 
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fracturing fluid without the breaker. The fluid pH was 
9.2 to 9.3 when measured at room temperature. The 
fluid viscosity at 300 °F was above 400 cP (at 100 sec-1 
shear rate) for about 2 hours, exceeding the required fluid 
specifications — above 300 cP for 2 hours. The related 
n’ and K’ values obtained from each of the four ramping 
peaks are listed in Table 2. These values confirm that 
the cross-linked fluid is viscoelastic in nature and has 
shear thinning behavior. 

The fluid is designed to crosslink at a higher temperature 
and is a temperature delayed system. The fluid showed 
initial viscosity of about 186 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) 
at room temperature. The related linear fluid without 
the crosslinker had a viscosity of about 170 cP (at 100 
sec-1 shear rate) at room temperature, suggesting that the 
crosslinker was not activated at room temperature. The 
fluid viscosity began to rise quickly when the temperature 
reached around 120 °F to 130 °F, suggesting that the fluid 

Table 1  The viscosity profile of linear polysaccharide-based fluids containing additives.

Speed (rpm) Shear Rate (s1-) Viscosity (cP)

3 5.1 766

6 10.2 585

100 170 123

200 340 80

300 511 62

Fig. 1  Viscosity profile of the baseline fracturing fluid, without the breaker, and for the fluid with the high temperature oxidizer breaker at 300 °F.
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Table 2  The n’ and K’ values of the baseline fracturing fluid (without breaker; in Fig. 1).

Ramping Peak n’ K’ (lbf-sec/100 ft2) R2

1 0.7471 1.9963 0.9408

2 0.7806 1.4527 0.9684

3 0.8021 1.3024 0.9527

4 0.8138 1.1554 0.9486
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started to crosslink at that temperature. This delayed 
crosslinking of fluid is advantageous as it prevents the 
shear degradation during the high-speed pumping 
through the tubing in a hydraulic fracturing treatment.  

When the oxidizer breaker was added to the baseline 
cross-linked fluid, the viscosity of the fluid at 300 °F 
decreased faster than the cross-linked fluid without the 
breaker. The final viscosity dropped below 10 cP in 233 
minutes, Fig. 1. The breaking test suggests that the fluid 
could be sufficiently broken at the test temperature.

Compatibility Tests of Fluid with Additional 

Additives at 300 °F 

The compatibility of the cross-linked fluid prepared 
with nanofiltered seawater with typical fracturing fluid 
additives was tested. Figure 2 shows the viscosity profile of 
the cross-linked fracturing fluid. Biocide, clay stabilizer, 
and flow back enhancing surfactant are added to the 
fluid formulation previously described in Fig. 1. The 
fluid viscosity at 300 °F was again measured. The fluids 
with and without these three additives are compared 
and shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the additives 
do not adversely affect the fluid rheology. The viscosity 

Fig. 2  Viscosity profile of baseline cross-linked fracturing fluid, without the additives, and for the fluid with three new additives (biocide, clay stabilizer, and  
           flow back enhancing surfactant) at 300 °F. The difference between the viscosities of the two fluids was less than 5%.
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Fig. 3  Viscosity profile of the baseline fracturing fluid, without the additives, and for the fluid with four of the additives (biocide, clay stabilizer, surfactant,  
           and flow back enhancer) at 300 °F. The difference between the average viscosities of the two fluids was less than 6%.
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difference between the two fluids was less than 5%, 
suggesting that the additives were compatible with the 
cross-linked formulation. The fluid viscosity at 300 °F 
was still above 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) for 2 hours.

In the second set of tests shown in Fig. 3, the baseline 
fracturing fluid, without the additives, was the same as 
shown in Fig. 1. This baseline fluid was mixed with four 
additives, including biocide, clay stabilizer, flow back 
enhancing surfactant, and a non-ionic surfactant. The 

fluid viscosity at 300 °F was measured to be well above 
300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) for about 2 hours. The 
difference between the average viscosities of the two fluids 
was less than 6%, suggesting that the four additives were 
compatible with the fluid formula. Usually, the surfactant 
and flow back enhancer are not used together in one 
fluid preparation, and therefore, the compatibility test 
here could be considered as the “worst-case” scenario 
as the fluid contained both. 

Fig. 4  Viscosity profile of the baseline fracturing fluid, without the RCP, and fluid with the addition of a mixture of two different 20/40 RCP samples. 
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Fig. 5  Plot of change of the differential pressure over time in the core flow test at 300 °F.
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The fluid compatibility with the selected resin coated 
proppant (RCP) was also tested. Figure 4 shows the 
viscosity profile of the cross-linked baseline fracturing 
fluid, without the RCP, with the nanofiltered seawater. 
In the other test shown in Fig. 4, the same baseline fluid 
was tested with a mixture of two different 20/40 mesh 
RCP samples at a loading of 0.5 pounds per gallon in 
the HPHT viscometer. The fluid viscosity at 300 °F was 
measured to be well above 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) 
for about 2 hours. The two curves nearly traced each 
other, suggesting that the RCP samples were compatible 
with the cross-linked fluid. No adverse reduction in fluid 
viscosity was observed in the test.

Core Flow Test of Nanofiltered Seawater-based  

High Temperature Fluid at 300 °F 

A Parker sandstone core sample was used to perform 
the core flow test. Confining pressure of 2,500 psi and 
back pressure of 1,000 psi was applied in the coreflood 
apparatus, while maintaining the test temperature of 300 
°F. In the beginning, a 2% KCl solution was injected 
at a rate of 1.0 ml/min through the core sample until 
the differential pressure stabilized. The permeability 
of the core was measured with a 2% KCl solution at a 
flow rate of 0.5 ml/min, 1.0 ml/min, 1.5 ml/min, and 
finally, 2.0 ml/min. 

The permeability of the core sample was found to be 
about 0.77 millidarcies. After the initial permeability 
measurement, the cross-linked fracturing fluid was 
prepared with nanofiltered seawater, and contained 
a gelling agent, hydration aid, biocide, clay stabilizer, 
flow back aid, gel stabilizer, buffer, high temperature 
stabilizer, Zr crosslinker, and breaker. The fluid was 
injected in the core at a differential pressure of 500 psi 
for 30 minutes while maintaining the temperature at 
300 °F. The core was then shut-in for 16 hours at 300 
°F. The regained permeability was measured with a 2% 
KCl solution at 1.0 ml/min until the differential pressure 
stabilized. Then differential pressure was measured at 

the selected flow rates of 0.5 ml/min, 1.0 ml/min, 1.5 
ml/min, and 2.0 ml/min, respectively, to calculate the 
regained permeability. 

The average regained permeability achieved was 96%. 
The relatively high regained permeability value of 96% 
suggests that the nanofiltered seawater-based fracturing 
fluid had minimal damage to the core sample at 300 °F. 
Figure 5 shows the change of the differential pressure 
vs. time for the core flow test at 300 °F. To have a better 
view of the leakoff behavior during the fluid injection, the 
differential pressure vs. the time plot curve was zoomed 
in from 280 minutes to 310 minutes, Fig. 6. The leakoff 
effluent volume during the 30 minutes of the fluid injection 
was also plotted in Fig. 7, and estimated to be about 5.5 
ml to 5.7 ml. 

Scaling Tests at 300 °F

A scaling test was performed to check if nanofiltered 
seawater could form scale with formation water under 
downhole conditions. A mixture of nanofiltered seawater 
and formation water was used for measuring scaling 
tendencies. The formation brine contained high TDS 
of around 300,000 mg/L, with a high concentration of 
multivalent ions such as 3,800 mg/L of Ba2+, 25,000 
mg/L of Ca+2, 2,000 mg/L of Mg+2, 2,000 mg/L of 
Sr2+, and the rest were monovalent ions. 

Three samples of a mixture of formation brine and 
nanofiltered seawater were prepared by mixing 48 ml 
(80 vol%) of the nanofiltered seawater and 12 ml (20 
vol%) of formation brine in the pressure tube. To these 
tubes added 0 gallons per thousand (gpt) (baseline), 2 
gpt, and 4 gpt of scale inhibitor, respectively. The tubes 
were sealed and placed in the heating bath set at 300 °F. 
A photograph of each sample tube was taken from time 
to time. The scaling tests were conducted for 2 weeks. 

Figure 8 shows the photograph of the three test samples 
after two weeks of the scaling tests at 300 °F. A negligible 
amount of scales were formed in the samples containing 
2 gpt and 4 gpt of the scale inhibitor. After the tests, 

Fig. 6  Plot of change of the differential pressure from 280 minutes to 310  
           minutes in the core flow test at 300 °F.
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Fig. 7. The leakoff effluent volume vs. time during the fluid injection of the core flow test at 300 °F. 
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Fig. 7  The leakoff effluent volume vs. time during the fluid injection of the  
           core flow test at 300 °F.
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the samples were cooled down to room temperature, 
filtered, and the weight of the scale (dried) was measured, 
Table 3. The sample containing 2 gpt and 4 gpt of the 
scale inhibitor generated no detectable amount of scale. 
Even without the scale inhibitor, the scale generated was 
only 0.8 ppt. The significantly reduced scale generation 
could be explained by the greatly reduced sulfate ion 
concentration in the nanofiltered seawater.

Fluid Rheology at 325 °F 

The nanofiltered seawater-based fracturing fluids were 
tested at a higher temperature of 325 °F. The fluid 
formulation was adjusted so that the cross-linked fluid 
viscosity at 325 °F could be at least be 300 cP (at 100 
sec-1 shear rate) for 2 hours. After a number of tests, the 
fluid formulation was optimized to work at 325 °F. A 
derivatized guar-based polymer at a loading of 60 ppt was 
used as a viscosifying agent in the nanofiltered seawater 

Table 3  Scale generated in the scaling tests

Test 0 gpt 2 gpt 4 gpt

Scale inhibitor added (gpt) 0 2 4

Scales generated (ppt) 0.8 0.0 0.0

Fig. 9  Viscosity profile of the cross-linked fracturing fluid, without breaker,  
            and fluid with live breaker at 325 °F.
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Fig. 10  Viscosity profile of the baseline cross-linked fracturing fluid, without  
              additives, and fluid with three additional additives (biocide, clay  
              stabilizer, and flow back enhancer) at 325 °F and 100 sec -1.
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for the base gel. The additive concentration of hydration 
aid, gel stabilizer, pH raising buffer, high temperature 
stabilizer, and crosslinker were adjusted accordingly. 
The fluid pH was 9.6 to 9.7 at room temperature. 
Figure 9 shows the fluid viscosity at 325 °F, denoted 
as the baseline, which stayed above 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 
shear rate) for about 2 hours. The fluid was designed to 
crosslink at a higher temperature and is a temperature 
activated crosslinking system. The fluid showed an initial 
viscosity of over 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) at room 
temperature. The fluid viscosity began to rise quickly 
when the temperature reached around 120 °F, suggesting 
that the fluid started to crosslink at this temperature. 
The delayed crosslinking of fluid is desirable because it 
prevents the shear degradation of fluid during the high 
rate pumping through the tubing.

When a live breaker was added to the cross-linked fluid, 
the viscosity at 325 °F decreased faster than the fluid 
with no breaker. The viscosity of fluid with a breaker 
dropped below 10 cP in about 91 minutes, Fig. 9. The 
breaking test suggests that the fluid could be sufficiently 
broken for subsequent flow back of the fracturing fluid.

The compatibility test of the cross-linked fluid was 
also tested with other fluid additives at a temperature 
of 325 °F. Figure 10 shows the viscosity profile of the 
baseline cross-linked fracturing fluid, without additives, 
prepared using nanofiltered seawater, hydration aid, 60 
ppt gelling agent, gel stabilizer, pH increasing buffer, 
high temperature stabilizer, and Zr crosslinker. The fluid 
viscosity stayed above 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) 
for about 2 hours at 325 °F. Similarly, in another test 
as shown in Fig. 10, the baseline fluid was mixed with 
three additional fluid additives, including biocide, clay 
stabilizer, and flow back enhancer. Figure 10 also shows 
that these rheology profiles with additional additives 
were compatible with the fluid formulation.

Conclusions 
1. The nanofiltered seawater-based high temperature 

Zr cross-linked fluids with polymer loading of 45 lb 
showed viscosity above 400 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear rate) 
for about 2 hours at 300 °F. The 60 lb Zr cross-linked 
fluids showed viscosity above 300 cP (at 100 sec-1 shear 
rate) for about 2 hours at 325 °F.

2. The nanofiltered seawater-based high temperature 
Zr cross-linked fluids were compatible with biocide, 
clay stabilizer, flow back enhancer and an additional 
surfactant at 300 °F to 325 °F. 

3. The cross-linked fluids were also compatible with two 
RCP samples and did not show any adverse effect on 
the viscosity.

4. The nanofiltered seawater-based high temperature 
cross-linked fluid showed greater than 96% regained 
permeability in the core flow test run at 300 °F.

5. Negligible amounts of scale were generated in the 
mixture of 20 vol% formation brine with 80 vol% of 
nanofiltered seawater over 3 weeks of testing at 300 
°F.
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Abstract  /

Introduction
The increasing demand of oil and gas is supported through the development of deeper and tighter conventional 
and unconventional hydrocarbon resources. To achieve economical production rates from such tight formations, 
the technique of hydraulic fracturing is applied to increase the contact between the reservoir and the wellbore. Two 
main components are needed in all hydraulic fracturing applications. The first one is the solid particles needed 
to fill the induced fractures and to keep the fractures opened after the fracturing process is complete. The second 
one is an engineered fluid system to transport these particles deep into the induced fracture. The solid and round 
particles used to keep the fracture open and conductive are defined as proppant. 

Since the first hydraulic fracturing treatment was conducted in 19471, a variety of materials have been used 
as proppant, including rounded walnut shells, fused zirconia, plastic pellets, steel shot, glass beads, aluminum 

Proppant, such as sand and ceramics, is used in keeping fractures open for hydrocarbon production in 
hydraulic fracturing operations. Its ability to withstand reservoir closure stresses and provide high conduc-
tivity is one of  its key selection criteria. Sand is preferred over ceramics in unconventional plays due to its 
low cost and overall abundance. The lower crush strength of  sand compared to ceramics limits its appli-
cation to wells having lower closure stresses. Therefore, it becomes necessary to strengthen the sand as a 
low-cost solution for demanding downhole conditions. Coating sand with resin is a long-practiced method 
to strengthen and control fines. One fundamental challenge with resin coated sand (RCS) lies in its overall 
thermo-chemo-mechanical stability at high-pressure, high temperature in the presence of  fracturing fluid.

In this work, a nanocomposite resin has been developed to provide enhanced coating strength and 
chemical stability. RCS has been characterized from the perspectives of its core and coating. As received 
sand has been evaluated by: (1) single grain crush testing, (2) optical particle size analysis for sphericity 
and roundness, (3) X-ray diffraction (XRD) for mineral content and composition, and (4) petrography 
analysis for microstructure, texture, and crystalline phases. Sand has been coated using phenol 
formaldehyde (novolac) resin systems reinforced with nanomaterials and altered surface wetting properties 
demonstrating improved crush strength, chemical resistance and long-term conductivity. Loss on ignition 
(LOI), American Petroleum Institute (API) proppant crush resistance test, and API long-term proppant 
conductivity tests have been used to evaluate RCS.

Petrographic evaluation of Northern white (NW) sand shows the presence of plutonic, and 
monocrystalline grains having a higher crush strength, whereas Texas brown (Brady) sand shows an 
abundance of polycrystalline and metamorphic grains that are relatively weaker due to impurities, and 
inner weak planes. The white sands are well sorted and a roundness and sphericity of > 0.6 were 
measured by optical particle size analysis. With traditional resin coating, the API crush resistance stress 
of the sand has increased by ~200%; whereas, the API long-term proppant conductivity has increased 
by 41% to 130% compared to uncoated sand. On the other hand, the nanocomposite resin coating 
containing a combination of nano-reinforcement materials and wettability altering agents has increased 
the API proppant conductivity by 100% to 244% compared to uncoated sand. Nanomaterial used in 
the coating contains high surface area nanofibers with an exceptionally high aspect ratio. The synergistic 
effect of different nanoparticles increased the strength to an even higher level by providing a barrier to 
the permeation of fluid in the coating, thereby increasing chemical resistance.

An economic and up-scalable nanocomposite coating technology containing a novel combination of 
nanomaterials and surface wettability altering agents has been developed with improved proppant crush 
strength, conductivity and chemical resistance. The performance of the coated sand has not been 
compromised when exposed to fracturing fluid at elevated temperatures, making it a suitable candidate 
for field applications at higher stresses.

Nanocomposite Resin Coated Proppant  
for Hydraulic Fracturing
Dr. Mohammad H. Haque, Dr. Rajesh K. Saini, and Dr. Mohammed A. Sayed
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pellets, fly ash proppants, silica sand, resin coated sand 
(RCS), ceramic and porous ceramic proppants, and 
thermoplastic alloys. Typical proppant size range lies 
between 105 µm to 2.38 mm or from 8 to 140 mesh. 
The most commonly used proppant sizes in the field are 
16/30, 20/40, 30/50, 40/70, and 100 mesh2. With more 
development in the unconventional resources, smaller 
mesh size proppants are used extensively to complete 
these wells.

Raw silica sand is among the most widely used 
materials as a proppant, meeting over 96.4% of the 
proppant demand reported in 2016. To increase the 
crush resistance strength of raw silica sand and improve 
the conductivity of the induced fracture, it is coated using 
different types of polymeric materials or resin, known as 
RCS or resin coated proppant (RCP)3. The third main 
category is that of man-made ceramic-based proppants, 
which are mostly made from sintered bauxite, kaolin, 
silicates or small aluminum beads, and were developed 
for reservoirs having high closure stresses3. Although 
the ceramic proppant has the highest crush resistance 
strength and provides the highest conductivity, it serves 
only 1.4% of proppant demand in the United States as 
reported in 20164. Finally, the key factors that determine 
the proppant selection are the availability, raw materials 
cost, logistics, and economics of operation.

Ceramic proppant, being man-made, exhibits narrow 
particle size distribution close to singularity in sphericity 
and roundness scales, as its composition, size and shape 
can be engineered on a large scale. This gives the 
proppant a relatively very high crush resistance stress level 
among its peers. Ceramic proppant can be divided into 
three main categories; lightweight proppant, intermediate 
strength proppant, and high-density proppant. Palisch et 
al. (2014)5 evaluated the performance of different types 
of ceramic proppant. In addition to their high strength, 
ceramic proppants were further developed to offer 
multiple functionalities6, 7 such as traceable proppants 
for fracture geometry8-12, proppants that work as a carrier 
for scale and paraffin inhibitor10, 13-17, and proppants that 
serve as a carrier for breakers18, 19.

Sand, being a natural made material, exhibits noticeably 
large variations in its texture, composition, size, and 
shape, depending on the depositional environments, 
detrital sources and provenance. The nature of 
crystallinity, presence of impurities, and shape and 
size distributions influence the crush resistance stress 
level of the sand and provide an efficient conduit for the 
production of hydrocarbon. Two of the most widely used 
raw sands in hydraulic fracturing applications are the 
Northern white (NW) sand and Texas brown (Brady) 
sand. Naturally, NW sand is composed of quartz-rich, 
single crystalline, geologically mature grains with 
high sphericity and roundness resulting in a high crush 
strength, and is relatively more expensive19. Brady sand is 
polycrystalline in nature with a relatively larger presence 
of impurities and lags in roundness and sphericity when 
compared to NW sand.

Sand can be coated to further improve its crush 
resistance stress level, especially for applications where 

sand needs to be exposed to higher stresses. Under stress 
exceeding the strength, crushing of sand generates fines 
that can block the pore space, which may result in reduced 
permeability and rapid production decline20. Coating the 
sand with polymeric resin was found to reduce proppant 
crushing and fine generation, resulting in fractures with 
higher conductivities20. 

Among different types of coating chemistries, phenol 
formaldehyde resins (novolac and resole), epoxy, 
polyurethane, and furan resin are used extensively when 
it comes to RCS. For both resin systems, a hardener is 
added to complete the curing process or crosslinking 
reaction. In addition to the curing time and temperature, 
the molar ratio of the resin to the hardener defines the 
final properties of the RCS as well as its thermal stability22. 
RCP can be divided into two main categories: “curable” 
proppant where the resin will be gradually cured in a 
downhole condition, taking advantage of the reservoir 
temperature while the proppant sets in the fracture, 
and “pre-cured” where the RCP is fully cured in the 
proppant coating facility prior to being pumped23, 24.

In this work, we report a novel nanocomposite RCS 
having improved performance by introducing functional 
additives such as nano-reinforcement agents and surface 
charge altering agents compred to conventional resin 
coating technologies commercially known. For selection 
of a nano-reinforcing agent, a top-down approach was 
adapted, where instead of synthesizing the nanomaterials 
from a laboratory scale, commercially available products 
were screened for use as a proppant coating technology. 
Performance of the coated proppant, along with cost, 
logistics, and health and environmental safety (HSE) 
consideration were the key variables considered for 
developing this new material. 

Experimental Study
Sphericity and Roundness

Sphericity and roundness measurements analyze the 
shape of particles. The higher the roundness (non-
angularity) and sphericity (degree of which the particle 
approaches a spherical shape) indices, the higher will 
be the fracture conductivity. As defined by Krumbein 
and Schloss (1963)25, sphericity and roundness need to 
be above 0.7 for a good proppant. In this method, an 
average of 20 particles are visually compared individually 
to Krumbein and Schloss’ chart and numbered according 
to their sphericity and roundness scale.
An advanced technique is 3D optical scanning, which 
eliminates human error, and accurately measures the 
sphericity and roundness was implemented in this work.

Sieve Analysis

This test determines the particle size distribution of 
a proppant sample. As recommended in American 
Petroleum Institute (API) RP-19C, pre-weighted proppant 
particles are loaded in a stack of calibrated sieves. After 
10 minutes of shaking, the weight percentage (wt%) of 
sand is calculated on each sieve. A minimum of 90% 
of the tested proppant sample should fall between the 
designated sieve sizes. Not over 0.1% of the total tested 
sample should be larger than the first sieve size, and not 
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over 1.0% should fall on the pan. The in-size percent, 
mean particle diameter, and median particle diameter 
are calculated.

API Crush Resistance Stress Level Test

The crush resistance test was conducted following the 
protocol described at ISO 13503-2, using a Forney Model 
CA-0396 loading frame at room temperature. The main 
objective of this static test is to determine the amount of 
proppant, and therefore, the amount of fines generated, 
which will be crushed under static stresses. A pluviator has 
been used to minimize human error during loading sand 
into the crush cell, Fig 1. For the Forney loading frame, 
a software with “proppant” option has been installed to 
run the crush test automatically after loading the stainless 
steel crush cell containing the proppant sample. A simple 
way to ensure reproducibility between tests is to maintain 
the stress ramping rate constant at 2,000 psi/min before 
reaching the target stress level and maintaining it there 
a 2 minute hold time.

For RCP development, especially for curable proppant, 
relying on the crush resistance test alone can be 
misleading as proppant, i.e., ceramic and sand, responds 
and fails completely differently than resin or polymer 

coated proppant under an applied load. The difference 
extends further when temperature and exposure to fluid 
is considered. The API crush test is a better evaluation 
tool for raw proppant — ceramic, and sand.

API Long-Term Conductivity Test

API long-term conductivity is the ultimate test the 
industry uses to benchmark proppant where the proppant 
pack is subjected to high closure stress in the presence 
of flowing fluid at a high temperature. The API long-
term conductivity test has been conducted following 
the protocol described in ISO 13503-5. The test was 
conducted at a temperature of > 200 °F at successive 
closure stress of 2,000, 4,000, 6,000, 8,000, and 10,000 
psi while the hold time at each stress was 50 hours. 
Tests were conducted using Ohio sandstone and a 2% 
potassium chloride (KCl) solution. Proppant loading 
was 2 lb/ft2.

For RCP, the conductivity test provides further valuable 
information where damage to the resin coating, due 
to additional factors, such as high temperature and 
fracturing fluid exposure can be assessed. Due to the 
complexity and lengthy nature of the test, the error 
percentage for each measured conductivity in md-ft 

Fig. 1  Proppant crush cell, pluviator, and Forney loading frame.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Proppant crush cell, pluviator, and Forney loading frame. 
 
 
 
 
 

 API Crush Test API Conductivity Test 
Test Temperature  Room temperature Up to 300 °F 
Test Cell Stainless steel Ohio sandstone 
Embedment None Realistic embedment 
Test Time ~10-12 minutes 2 weeks continuous 
Flow None (dry system) 2% KCl (wet and flow condition) 

 
Table 1. Relative comparison of API crush test and API long-term conductivity test. 
 
 
 

 NW Sand Brady Sand 
Quartz Type Mostly plutonic grains Mostly metamorphic grains 
Crystalline Structure Mostly monocrystalline Mostly polycrystalline 
Vacuoles Size Very small Relatively larger 
Grain Boundaries Less Abundant 
Impurities Low High (CuO, FeO) 
Roundness High roundness (> 0.8) Poor roundness (~0.3-0.6) 
Sphericity High sphericity (> 0.8) Poor sphericity (~0.3-0.6) 
Maturity Well sorted Poorly sorted 

 
Table 2. Relative comparison between the two types of sands. 
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Table 1  Relative comparison of API crush test and API long-term conductivity test.

API Crush Strength Test API Conductivity Test

Test Temperature Room temperature Up to 300 °F

Test Cell Stainless steel Ohio sandstone

Proppant Embedment None Realistic embedment

Test Time ~10-12 minutes 2 weeks continuous

Flow None (dry condition) 2% KCl (wet and flow condition)
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can reach close to 30%. Table 1 highlights the relative 
distinctions between the API crush test and API long-
term conductivity test.

Loss on Ignition (LOI) Test 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used in evaluating 
the quantity of resin coating on a sand substrate. During 
the coating process, not all the coating chemicals end 
up on the proppant substrate. Depending upon curing 
temperature, mixer type, mixing energy, among others, 
some chemicals are wasted on mixing blades and the 
vessel walls.

To quantify the amount of the coating chemicals on sand 
substrate, a small quantity of coated sand, typically ~20 
mg to 40 mg, is heated from room temperature to 1,000 
°C at 10 °C/min. The polymeric organic chemicals are 
burned at this high temperature leaving the original silica 
core. During the heating process, weight loss and heat flow 
is measured as a function of temperature to calculate the 
LOI, which is the amount of coating chemical estimated 
to be adhered to the proppant substrate. Alternatively, 
a larger sample of 10 mg of coated sand was heated in a 
vacuum over to 1,000 °C, and the measured difference 
in weight was an indication of the LOI. 

Materials
A phenol formaldehyde (novolac) resin-based coating 

was used to coat sand, which was further enhanced 
by introducing nanoscale reinforcement and surface 
wettability altering (WA) agents. A coupling agent and 
crosslinking agent were also used. As nano-reinforcement 
filler, a carbon nanotube-based nano-dispersion was 
introduced to the novolac resin. For surface wettability 
modification, a fluoro-alkyl functional agent was used26.

Results and Discussion
Sand Analysis

“Not all sands are the same.” Quartz can be classified into 
plutonic, volcanic, vein, and metamorphic (recrystallized, 
schistose, stretched), depending on its distinct 
characteristics. Petrographic evaluation of different 
quality sands reveals wide variations ranging from a 
high presence of plutonic monocrystalline grains for high 
quality grains to polycrystalline and metamorphic grains 
having inner grain boundaries for lower quality sands.

Petrographic images were compared between NW 
and Brady sands on the basis of quartz type, crystalline 
structures, purity, sphericity, roundness, and sorting. 
Table 2 draws a qualitative comparison between the 
two types of sands. Figures 2 and 3 shows a set of 
petrography images for 30/50 mesh NW and Brady 
sands, respectively. The marked areas in the Brady sand 
shows the abundance of polycrystalline and metamorphic 
type quartz, whereas most of the grains in the NW sands 

Table 2  Relative comparison between the two types of sands.

NW Sand Brady Sand

Quartz Type Mostly plutonic grains Mostly metamorphic grains

Crystalline Structure Mostly monocrystalline Mostly polycrystalline

Vacuoles Size Very small Relatively larger

Grain Boundaries Less Abundant

Impurities Low High (CuO, FeO)

Roundness High roundness (> 0.8) Poor roundness (~0.3 - 0.6)

Sphericity High sphericity (> 0.8) Poor sphericity (~0.3 - 0.6)

Maturity Well sorted Poorly sorted

Fig. 2  Petrography image of 30/50 mesh NW sand (single crystal and plutonic quartz).
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are of single crystal and plutonic type. As expected, 
in the API crush resistance stress test, the 30/50 mesh 
NW sand generates much less fines, Fig. 4. At a closure 
stress of 12,000 psi, the Brady sand generates almost 
twice as many fines.

XRF and XRD Analysis

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a nondestructive analytical 
technique used to determine the elemental composition 
of the NW and Brady sand as summarized in Table 
3. Both contain > 99% quartz with the Brady sand 
showing an additional presence of impurities such as 
Fe2O3, CuO, and K2O. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is 
another analytical technique used to identify the phase 
of crystalline materials. Table 4 summarizes the results for 
the two types of sands. For XRF, Bruker S8 TIGER ECO 
wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF) and 
for XRD, Bruker D8 ADVANCE were used.

Sphericity and Roundness (3D Scanning Analysis)

A relatively newer technique is to use 3D optical scanning 
of a collection of particles as they fall from a vibrating 

stage at a defined rate. Figure 5 shows the results of 
30/50 mesh NW sand measured in this technique for a 
population of 68,691 sand particles. The boxed top-right 
corner shows the sand population having a roundness 
of > 0.6, and a sphericity of > 0.85. The measured 
sphericity was 0.96 (standard deviation = 0.02) and the 
roundness was 0.64 (standard deviation = 0.09). Among 
proppant selection criteria, roundness plays a higher 
importance over sphericity for better management of 
stress distribution and providing a higher crush resistance 
stress level.

Single Grain Crush Test

The effect of sphericity has been quantified by a single 
grain crush test on sands having two different angularities, 
Fig. 6. One spherical (top left) and one elliptical (bottom 
left) sand grain from 20/40 mesh sands were placed 
between two compression platens in an Instron 5966 
loading frame. As observed, the spherical grain sustained 
a load about three times higher, while absorbing about 
eight times higher energy. The observed failure modes 
were also distinct for the two cases captured by high-
speed camera at 90,000 frames per second. 

Fig. 3  Petrography image of 30/50 mesh Brady sand (polycrystalline, metamorphic grains are marked).
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Fig. 4  Comparing the results of the crush resistance stress test for uncoated NW and  
           Brady sands.

Table 3  XRF analysis of different sand samples.

Component NW Sand Brady Sand

SiO2 99.773% 99.172%

Fe2O3 0.204% 0.472%

CuO 0.029% 0.337%

K2O — 0.019%

Table 4  XRD analysis of different sand samples.

Sand Type Quartz Kspar (KAISi3O8)

NW Sand 100% 0%

Brady Sand 97% 3%
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While the spherical grain exhibited sudden shattering, 
the angular grain gradually broke into smaller pieces 
generating the saw-teeth pattern in the load displacement 
plot, Fig. 6. The inset image in the plot in Fig. 6 captured 
the moment, showing a parting of the elliptical grain, 
immediately after the peak load of 27 Newtons was 

exceeded, followed by two more peaks before the grain 
completely shattered as well. A change in load profile 
was observed, for the spherical grain, at around 50 
Newtons and 40 µm of deformation, which could possibly 
be because of the onset of a crack initiation within the 
grain itself. The findings quantitatively confirm the higher 

Fig. 5  3D images analysis to characterize sphericity and roundness of 30/50 mesh NW sand particles (Courtesy: microtrac).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. 3D images analysis to characterize sphericity and roundness of 30/50 mesh NW sand particles 
(Courtesy: microtrac). 
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Fig. 6  Single grain crush test for 20/40 mesh sands having different angularities.
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load bearing capacity of spherical and rounder grains 
over grains having a poorer sphericity and roundness.

Effect of Resin Coating

Resin coating of proppant or sand is a well-established 
technology to increase its crush resistance stress level. 
The coating covers the proppant/sand substrate hiding 
its sharp edges and distributes the applied stress on the 
proppant pack uniformly. The polymeric coating contains 
the fines generated after the closure stress exceeds the 
crush strength of the sand packs. Therefore, the need 
for a strong polymeric coating that can adhere to the 
proppant substrate as well as contain the crushed fines 
from being released to the fracture is critical. Figure 
7 draws a qualitative comparison of the API crush 
resistance stress level for NW and Brady sand when 
raw and coated under the same conditions. As evident, 
for weaker sand, the need for a stronger coating becomes 
more important, especially for the application at high 
closure stress. Mesh size has a measurable impact on its 
crush performance as a pack of smaller grains distribute 
stress better than a pack of larger grains.

Proppant/Sand Coating Process

Figure 8 illustrates a general description of the sand 
coating formulation where phenol formaldehyde (novolac) 
resin is cross-linked by hexamethylenetetramine at an 

elevated temperature in the presence of functional 
additives. A pre-cured phenolic (novolac) resin can 
provide relatively higher glass transition temperature. 
The following variables were taken into consideration 
to optimize the sand coating process:

• Formaldehyde (CH2O) to phenol (C6H5OH) molar 
ratio

• Melt viscosity of resin
• Curing temperature
• Heating/Cooling rate
• Resin to crosslinker ratio
• Curing temperature
• Type and dose of coupling agent
• Crosslinking reaction time
• Residence time of each additive and corresponding 

temperature hold time
• Dilutions for the additives
• Cooling media
Once coated properly, the quality of the RCS was 

evaluated by the following tests:
• Sphericity and roundness of finished product
• Optical microscopy

Fig. 7  Qualitative comparison of the API crush resistance stress level of raw and coated sand (not to scale).

 

   
 
 
Fig. 6. Single grain crush test for 20/40 mesh sands having different angularities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Qualitative comparison of the API crush resistance stress level of raw and coated sand (not to 
scale). 
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Fig. 9. RCS color gradient as a function of curing temperature. Increasing the curing temperature results 
in an increase in the “degree of curability” and gradually changes from a yellowish color to a brownish 
color. 
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• Degree of curability (acetone leaching test)
• LOI
• API crush resistance stress test
• API long-term conductivity

Degree of Curability

This important variable distinguishes the difference 
between the pre-cured and curable RCS. The degree 
of curability is a direct function of balancing the curing 
time and temperature. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the color of 
coated sand that was cured for a longer time at a higher 
temperature gradually turns to a brown color from a 
yellow color. A simple test to screen for the degree of 
curability is to expose the RCS in an acetone solution 
while looking for any change in color of the solvent. The 
degree of curability needs to be carefully controlled as 
an under-cured coating remains soft and doesn’t provide 
the strength needed for the application, whereas an over-
cured coating could introduce brittleness and at the same 

time, could increase the overall coating cycle.

LOI

Figure 10a shows the weight loss profile of RCS measured 
in a TGA. In this case, the LOI was measured to be 3.12 
wt%. Maintaining a suitable amount of coating on the 
proppant is very important. A less than optimal coating 
amount, Fig. 10b, may result in a low crush resistance 
stress level; whereas an excessive coating potentially 
reduces the inter-grain pore space and increases the 
mesh size of the finished product.

Nano-reinforcement of Resin Coating

Reinforcing the phenolic resin by mixing in a multi-walled 
carbon nanotube (MWNT) dispersion resulted in an 
enhancement in proppant performance. The MWNTs 
were screened based on the following properties:

• Diameter
• Aspect ratio

Fig. 9  RCS color gradient as a function of curing temperature. Increasing the curing temperature results in an increase in the “degree of curability” and  
           gradually changes from a yellowish color to a brownish color.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Fundamentals of the coating formulation for the RCP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. RCS color gradient as a function of curing temperature. Increasing the curing temperature results 
in an increase in the “degree of curability” and gradually changes from a yellowish color to a brownish 
color. 
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• Purity
• Density
• Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area analysis
• Viscosity
• Phase (dry solid, liquid)
• Dispersibility
• Cost/volume
MWNT dispersion with a very high aspect ratio 

(> 12,000) and BET surface area (> 400 m2/g) was 
blended in the resin matrix while maintaining the curing 
temperature, and with the total coating cycle unchanged. 
In principle, having well dispersed nanoscale MWNT 
fibers with an extremely high aspect ratio, acts like a 
bridge that holds the resin matrix providing additional 
mechanical strength. An improvement in resistance to 
chemical exposure at an elevated temperature has also 
been observed by an acetone leaching test. Figure 11 
shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

a MWNT dispersed polymer matrix where nanoscale 
fiber-like structures were seen to be heading out of a 
polymer matrix.

Reproducibility of the nanomaterials and the coating 
process were ensured after a series of tests performed on 
over 600 batches of RCS prepared in the laboratory. Cost, 
the phase of MWNT (dry powder vs. liquid dispersion), 
and HSE measures were carefully evaluated before 
scaling up of the coating technology from the lab to 
plant scale.

API Crush Resistance Stress Level

Figure 12 shows the API crush resistance stress test 
conducted on 30/50 mesh and 40/70 mesh uncoated 
raw sand, RCS, and nano-reinforced RCS (nano-RCS). 
The percentage of fines generated corresponds to a closure 
stress of 12,000 psi for each of the cases. The closure 
stress of 12,000 psi clearly exceeds the crush resistance 
stress level of the sand pack in the crush cell. Because 
of the smaller size and an increase in surface area, this 
leads to an increase in the number of point contacts 
between the sand particles. The 40/70 mesh sand pack 
undergoes a relatively better stress distribution, and 
generated less fines than the 30/50 mesh sand for each 
of the three cases. Though the impact of the coating on 
the generated fines were clearly observed, the impact of 
nano-RCS cannot be distinguished in this API crush 
strength test.

Effect of Nano-reinforcement on API Long-Term 

Conductivity Test Results

Unlike in the API crush strength test, the impact of nano-
reinforcement on the RCS was observed and measured by 
API long-term conductivity testing26. Figure 13 shows the 
normalized API long-term conductivity test results for the 
30/50 mesh and 40/70 mesh uncoated raw sand, RCS, 
and nano-RCS. All six cases of data were normalized 
with respect to the 30/50 mesh nano-RCS data. For the 
30/50 mesh sand, the measured conductivity of RCS and 
nano-RCS were 130% and 244% higher than raw sand, 
respectively. For the 40/70 mesh sand, the measured 
conductivity of RCS and nano-RCS were 41% and 100% 
higher than raw sand, respectively. For the raw sand, the 
40/70 mesh sand showed a higher conductivity, whereas 
for the RCS and the nano-RCS, the 30/50 mesh sand 
showed a higher conductivity.

Fig. 12  Generated wt% of fines following ISO 13503-2 protocol for raw sand, RCS,  
             and nano-RCS.

Fig. 11  An example of nanoscale MWNT fibers dispersed in a polymer matrix. A few of the MWNT fibers bridging the polymer matrix are marked in high  
             resolution SEM images.
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Effect of Surface WA on API Long-Term Conductivity 

Test Results

In a similar way, the impact of the surface WA of the RCS 
was clearly captured in the API long-term conductivity 
test, whereas the API crush strength test was not able to 
detect any change in the surface wetting property. This is 
simply because the API conductivity test accommodates 
the option to study the effect of changes in the surface 
wetting property as a 2% KCl solution is pumped through 
the proppant pack. Figure 14 shows the normalized 
API long-term conductivity test results for 40/70 mesh 
uncoated raw sand, RCS, and RCS with surface WA-
RCS. All three cases of data were normalized with respect 
to the 40/70 mesh WA-RCS data. For the 40/70 mesh 
sand, the measured conductivity of RCS and WA-RCS 
were 26% and 80% higher than raw sand, respectively25. 

While comparing Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, it is observed 
that the 40/70 mesh RCS has a 41% vs. 26% increase in 
long-term conductivity with respect to raw sand of the 
same mesh. The reported test results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 
were conducted in two different testing laboratories under 
identical conditions. This difference of 15% between 
the two test cases falls within the expected percentage 
of error (typically ~20%) observed in the measurement 
of the API long-term conductivity test as marked with 
the error bars in the respective plots.

Conclusions
In summary, sand, as a core material, and resin as a 
coating material, were investigated using laboratory 
techniques, which included sphericity and roundness 
analysis, size distribution, mineral composition, 
petrography, single grain crush test, LOI, and standard 
ISO tests such as the API crush resistance stress, and 
API long-term proppant conductivity tests. We report an 

enhancement of the proppant pack conductivity 
performance by introducing nano-reinforcing MWNT 
fibers and a WA agent to the RCS as measured by API 
long-term proppant conductivity. 

For nano-reinforcement, the measured conductivity of 
the RCS and nano-RCS were 130% and 244% higher 
than equivalent 30/50 mesh uncoated sand, respectively. 
For the 40/70 mesh sand, the measured conductivity of 
the RCS and nano-RCS were 41% and 100% higher than 
uncoated sand, respectively. With surface WA, we have 
measured an 80% increase in API long-term conductivity 
for the 40/70 mesh compared to an equivalent 40/70 
mesh uncoated sand. The impact of the nanomaterials in 
the coating process were successfully reproduced while 
considering the economics and HSE concerns as well as 
the potential scalability of the coating technology from 
lab to plant scale.
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